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Under the laws of this country, both parents have joint custody of their children unless a court orders

otherwise. Whether you are divorcing or separating from the mother of your children, you need to

know your rights as a parent-or face losing them.Fathers' Rights takes a constructive and

easy-to-understand approach to working within the legal system. This book walks you through the

stages of litigation, from filing your pleadings, to presenting your case, to the judge's decision. In

addition, it explains laws regarding child support enforcement, parental kidnapping, and other

regulations designed to protect your children. Fathers' Rights answers many of the emotionally

charged questions you may be asking yourself right now. Questions like: - What can I do if my wife

has falsely claimed that I abuse my children? - Can I still see my children if my wife tells me to move

out? - Do I still owe child support if I am not the biological father?  - Will I only be allowed to see my

children on weekends?Fathers' Rights is your guide to maintaining an important role in the lives of

your children without putting them in the middle of a courtroom battle.
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I bought this book before retaining an attorney. Other than helping me choose and communicate

effectively with my attorney, this book was particularly helpful with the following issues.Mr. Gross

first emphasizes the importance of separating legal issues from non-legal issues, and the

importance of establishing an effective support structure accordingly. We need an attorney for legal

issues, but we need friends, family, and therapists to address your emotional issues. This may

sound so obvious, but I found myself from time to time tempted to mix those different sets of issues.



This book has always reminded me to "put legal and financial issues in one basket (for my

attorney), and emotional issues in another basket (for family and friends)." Thanks to this book, I

have been able to receive great legal help from my attorney without wasting my money addressing

issues that do not even help my legal case, and receive unconditional emotional support from my

friends.In the majority of the book, Mr. Gross explains how the family law system is set up, what

options are available, what to expected in different legal procedures, what to consider when we take

an action, etc. His explanations are very clear and succinct. He provides a lot of concrete pieces of

advice (what to do and what not to do). The range of topics he covers is very wide; so, I encourage

you to look at the table of contents. In this light, this book was extremely helpful educating myself

with the legal system, and made my communication with my attorney very effective.I found his

appendices very useful. While there are a lot of commonalities across the country, different states

approach/view the same legal issues differently. Mr.
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